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ABSTRACT.   Let M be a von Neumann algebra of operators on a separ-

able Hubert space H, and G a compact, strong-operator continuous group of

•-automorphisms of M.  The action of G on M gives rise to a faithful, ultra-

weakly continuous conditional expectation of M on the subalgebra N = {A G

M: g(A) = AWg e G}, which in turn makes M into an inner product module

over N.   The inner product module M may be "completed" to yield a self-dual

inner product module M over N; our most general result states that the W*-

algebra A(M) of bounded N-module maps of M into itself is isomorphic to a

restriction of the crossed product M X G of M by G.  When G is compact abel-

ian, we give conditions for A(M) and M X G to be isomorphic and show, among

other things, that if G acts faithfully on M, then M x G is a factor if and only

if N is a factor. As an example, we discuss certain compact abelian automorphism

groups of group von Neumann algebras.

1. Crossed products. Let G be a locally compact group (with left Haar

measure dg) acting as a strong-operator continuous automorphism group on M.

That is, there is a homomorphism g —*■ g( •) of G into the group of ♦-automor-

phisms of M such that for each A EM, the map g —*■ g(A) of G into M is con-

tinuous with respect to the strong-operator topology on Af.  We recall the con-

struction of the crossed product of M by G as set forth by M. Takesaki in [8].

Let L2(G, H) denote the set of functions $: G—+H satisfying (i) for

each % E H, the complex-valued function g —> ($(g), £) on G is measurable; and

(ii) /Gll$(g)ll2 dg < °°. L2(G, H) is then a Hubert space with inner product

($, *) = fG($(g), ^(g))dg.  For each A EM, define a bounded operator A on

L2(G, H) by (2$Xg) = ¿?_10<X$te)); for each g EG, let Lg be the unitary oper-

ator on L2(G, H) defined by Lg$(h) = $fe_1Ä). We let M x G, the crossed

product of M by G, denote the von Neumann algebra of operators on L2(G, H)

generated by the operators A (A E M) and Lg (g E G).

Suppose now that G is compact (with normalized Haar measure dg). For

A E M, % E H, we define the function A © Ç G L2(G, H)by(AQ %)(g) =

g~x(A)% for g EG.  Notice that B(A O %) = BA O | and L (A O Ç) = g(A) O S
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VBEM.gEG; hence the closed linear span M O H of {A 0 %: A EM, % EH} is an

invariant subspace of L2(G, H) for M x G.  It is also invariant for the commutant

(M x G)' of M x G.  To see this, take T E (M x G)'. For % EH, vie have

T(I O £) = TLg(10%) = LgT(I O Ç)Vg E G, whence it follows that T(I O £) =

7 O t, for some rjEH.  Fox A E M, we then have T(A 0%) = TA(I O £) =

2r(7 O |) = 2(7 O r¡) = A O i?. We record this observation below.

Proposition 1.2. //G is compact, the projection of L2(G, H) on MO H

belongs to the center of M x G.

In general, of course, MO H may be a proper subspace of L2(G, H). For

a simple example, let M be the algebra of complex 2x2 matrices acting on 2-

dimensional Hubert space H, G the group of unitary 2x2 matrices with deter-

minant 1, and let G act as inner automorphisms on M in the obvious way (i.e.

V{A) = VA V* for A E M, VEG). Easy calculations show that for each % E H,

the map $ G L2(G, H) defined by $(V) = V*% (V E G) is orthogonal to M OH.

2. Inner product modules. Let N be a von Neumann algebra of operators

on H, and let X be a right AAmodule with vector space structure compatible with

that of N.  An N-valued inner product on A!" is a conjugate-bilinear map <•, •>:

X x X —► N satisfying

(0 <x,x>>0 VxGX;

(ii) <x, x) = 0 only if x = 0;

(iii) <x,y)*=(y,x) Vx.yEX;

(iv) <x • A,y) = <x, y)A Vx.yEX.AEN

(where x • A denotes the right action of A E N on x G X). A right AAmodule

equipped with an AAvalued inner product will be called an inner product module

over N. Notice that if X is an inner product module over Af, -the set {<x, y):

x,y EX} spans a two-sided ideal of N; we let {X, X)denote the ultraweak clo-

sure of this ideal. It is shown in [3] that X is normed by ||x||x = ||<x, x>||%

(x G X). We write X* for the set of AZ-module maps from X to N which are

bounded with respect to || • \\x. We make X1 into a right N-module by defining

scalar multiplication and right action of N on X1 by (Xr)(x) = Xr(x) and

(r • A){x) = A*t(x)(\E C,tEX',xEX,AEN).

We shall regard X as a submodule of X1 by identifyingx EX with the map

<•, x>: X—*N. We call Xself-dual if X = X1: The module X1 may be thought

of as the "completion" of A" in the sense that the inner product on X can be

extended to an A/-valued inner product on AT* in such a way as to make X1 self-
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dual, with the extended inner product satisfying (x, r> = t(x) Vx EX, r EX1

(3.2 of [3]).

Suppose now that Y is a self-dual inner product module over N. Each

bounded module map T: Y —► Y possesses an adjoint T*:Y —> Y such that

(T*x,y) = (x, Ty)\/x,yEY.

The *-algebra A(Y) consisting of all such ris a IV*-algebra; a norm-bounded

net {Ta} in A(Y) converges ultraweakly to T E A(Y) if and only if (T^, y) —►

<7x, y) ultraweakly in N Vx, y E Y (3.10 of [3]). In [4], M. A. Rieffel con-

structs a faithful normal ""-representation of .4(10 on Hubert space as follows.

Let Y ® H be the algebraic tensor product of Y with H. Define [-,-]: Y ® H

x Y ® H —*• C on elementary tensors by [x ® %, y ® tj] = (<x, y)%, rj) (x, y E

Y, %, 7j G H). Arguing as in 1.7 of [4] (or using 6.1 of [3] to see that for xx,

x2,... ,xnEY, the n x n operator matrix [(x¡, x;>] is nonnegative) one shows

that [•, •] extends to a well-defined positive semidefinite conjugate-bilinear form

on Y ® H.   Let Z = {w E Y ® H: [w, w] = 0}, so Z is a subspace of Y ®H

and K0 = (Y ® H)/Z is a pre-Hilbert space with inner product (wx + Z,w2 +

Z)= [wx,w2].

Remark 2.1. For x G Y, B G N, % E H, direct computation shows that

(x • B) ® % + Z = x ® B$ + Z.

Let K he the Hubert space completion of K0. For TEA(Y), define a

linear map 60(T): Y ®H —> Y ® H by

0o(rxx ® ?) = 7x ® ç      (xerjGfl).

It is shown in 5.3 of [4] that d0(T) induces a bounded linear map 0(7/): A' —♦

A satisfying B(T)(x ®% + Z) = Tx®%+Z.  One checks without difficulty

that 0 is a faithful normal *-representation of A(Y) on K.

For x, v G y, define x ® y: Y —» Y by x ® y(w) = x • <w, y> (w G r).

One checks that x ® y E A(Y) with (x ® y)* = y ® x and T(x ® y) = Tx ®

^ VT G >1(Y). It follows that {x ® y: x, y E Y) spans a two-sided ideal of

Ain _
Proposition 2.2. If(Y, Y)=N, then {x ® y: x, y E Y} spans an ultra-

weakly dense two-sided ideal ofA(Y).

Proof. If the span of {x ® v: x, v G Y} is not ultraweakly dense in A(Y),

there is a nonzero projection P E A(Y) such that P(x ® y) = 0 Vx, y EY. We

then have CPx, xXv', y> = CP(x ® ̂ )y', x> = 0 Vx, v, v' G 7. Since <Y, Y) = N,

this forces (Px, x> = 0 Vx G X and hence P = 0, a contradiction.

Now let X be an inner product module, not necessarily self-dual, over Af

with (X, X) = N.  In the sequel, we will need to know that the set {x® y:x,y

EX} spans an ultraweakly dense *-subalgebra of A(X*). (Here, as elsewhere, we

are regarding A!" as a submodule of X1, so x ® v(t) = x : <t, y) = x • r(y)* for
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t G X1.) It is clear that the span of this set is a *-subalgebra of A(Xh); unfortu-

nately, the fact that it is ultraweakly dense seems not to follow directly from

2.2, but rather depends on certain details of the construction of the extended

inner product in [3]. We will require the following lemma.

Lemma 23.   For each tEX1, there is a net {xa} in X such that <r - xa,

t - xa) —► 0 ultraweakly in N.

Proof. Let s = {/,, f2,. .. , /„} be a finite set of normal positive linear

functionals on N, and set / = /, -1- f2 + • • • + fn. If we let Zf = {x G X:

f((x, x>) =0}, one checks that Zf is a subspace of X and that XIZf is a pre-Hilbert

space with inner product (x + Zp y + Zf) = f({x, y)). Since

t(x)*t(x) < ||r||2<x, x >   Vx G X

by 2.8 of [3], the map x + Zf —► fiiix)) is a well-defined bounded linear func-

tional on X¡Zp so there is a vector Tf in the Hubert space completion of X\Zf

such that

{x+Zf,rf)=fÍTÍx))   VxGX

Let xs G X be such that (xs + Zf-rf,xs + Zf- rf) < 1/n.  We have /(<t, t>)

= (Tp Tf) by^e construction of the extended inner product on X1 in 3.2 of

[3], so f((r -   S.T- xs>) < l//z and hence f,(<r ~xs,t- x¿) < 1/zz for 1 < i <

n. It is now clear that the net {xs} (indexed by the inclusion-directed family of fi-

nite sets of normal positive linear functionals on A0 has the required property.

Let 8: A(Xt) —* B(K) (the algebra of bounded operators on K) be the *-

representation of A(X*) on the Hubert space K constructed at the beginning of

this section.

Lemma 2.4.  Let r G X1 and let {xa} be as in 2.3. Then for each %EH,

the net {xa ® %+ Z} converges to t ® %+ Z in the norm ofK. Moreover,

for ip, \¡>' E X1, the net W ® ^(xa)*| + Z} converges to $' ® <.y¡i,r)% + Z

weakly in K.

Proof. The first statement follows from the identity

[(r - *a) ® S, (t - xa) ® %] = «t - xa, t - xa) %, %).

If \l> E X1 and / is a normal positive linear functional on N, we have

l/K*. *«>) -m, T))\ </«*, V)*f((T ~Xa, T-Xa)f,

so <.\jj, xa) = <Kxa)* —*■ (\¡/, t> ultraweakly in N and hence ^(xa)*J —* <#, r)%

weakly in H.  For ^' G X1, the map z, —► i//' ® t? + Z is a bounded linear trans-

formation from H into K, so \j/' ® iK*tt)*(; + Z —*■ \p' ® (\j/, t)% + Z weakly in

K.
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Proposition 25. Let X be an inner product module over N such that

{X, X) = N.  Then {x® y.x.y EX}spans an ultraweakly dense *-subalgebra

ofA(X).

Proof.  By 2.2, it will suffice to show that if W E B(K) commutes with

all of the operators 0(x ® v) (x, v G X), then IV commutes with all of the oper-

ators 0(r ® 1Í0 (t, $ EX). We first show that W commutes with 0(t ® v)

Vt EX4,y EX.  Let {xa} be a net in AT approximating t as in 2.3. For \]/x, 4>2

E X1, %x, %2 E H, we have

(W6(t ® jX^i ® h + Z), *2 ® h + 2)

= (Wr • W) ® €i + Z), *2 ® %2 4- Z)

= (W(t® ̂ x(y)% + Z),^2®h+Z)     (W 2.1)

= Üam W*« ® *i<y)% +Z),>I>2®S2+Z)     (by 2.4)

= bm(rV0(xa ®yX^i ® h + Z), y\>2 ® %2 + Z)

= lim(0(xa ®y)W(4>i ® h + Z), y¡,2 ® %2 + Z)
a

= hm(W(^x ® %x+Z),B(y® xaX^2 ® *2 + Z))

m lim(W(>px ® |, + Z), y ® V2(*a)*£2 + 2)     (by 2.1)

= (W(*x + ® %x + Z), y ® ty2, T>£2 + Z)     (by 2.4)

= (0(r ® y)W(4>x ® ^+Z),^2® h+ Z).

We conclude that 0(t ® y)Ff = W6(t ® y)WrEX',y EY.  In exactly the same

way, we can now show that W commutes with all of the operators 0(t ® >/>)

(r, \¡i E X1), which concludes the proof.

In [5], Rieffel investigated the notion of "Morita equivalence" among W*-

algebras. Roughly speaking, two W*-algebras are Morita equivalent if their cate-

gories of nondegenerate normal *-representations on Hubert space are equivalent

via a linear functor which is "normal" in an appropriate sense. One of the main

results of [5] states that two IV*-algebras Nx and A^ are Morita equivalent if

and only if there is a self-dual inner product module Y over Nx with < Y, Y) =

Nx such that A(Y) is isomorphic to N2. We conclude this section with a dis-

cussion of the relationship between N and A(Y), where y is a self-dual inner

product module over N, which may be thought of as giving a characterization of

Morita equivalence in terms of tensor products with type I factors.

Let / be an index set, and let N¡ be a copy of AT (regarded as a self-dual

inner product module over AO for each / G /. Form X = UDS{Nj: j E J} as in

§3 of [3], so X is a self-dual inner product module over N.
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Proposition 2.6.   A(X) and N ® B(l2(J)) are isomorphic.

Proof. This follows routinely from 1.22.14 of [6], where for each/ EJ

we let Vj he the partial isometry in A(X) which takes a /-tuple {Bk}keJ G JT to

the /-tuple with B¡ in the ;'0-slot and O's elsewhere (j0 E J fixed).

Proposition 2.7. Let Y be a self-dual inner product module over N such

that (Y, Y) =N. There is a Hubert space Hx and a projection EEN® B(HX)

with central cover I ® IH  such that A(Y) and E(N ® B(HX))E are isomorphic.

Proof.  By 3.12 of [3], there is an index set / and a collection {P¡: j EJ}

of (not necessarily distinct) nonzero projections in N such that Y and UDS {P¡N:

j EJ} are isomorphic as inner product modules over N.  Hence, we may regard

y as a submodule of the inner product module X defined above. Define a pro-

jection Ein A(X) by E{Bj}¡<EJ = {PjBf}j<EJ for {Bj}j& EX;Eis the projection

of X onto Y.  It is clear that A(Y) and EA(X)E axe isomorphic. If Q is a cen-

tral projection in A(X) majorizing E, then Qy = y Vy G Y and hence for yx,

y2EYandxEX,we have Qx ■ <yx, y2) = Qjx ® y2) iyx) = (x ® y2)(Qyx)

= (x ® y2Yy{) = x • (yx, y2). Since {Y, Y) = N, this implies that Qx = x Vx

G X, showing that the central cover of E in A(X) is the identity map. To con-

clude the proof, take Hx = l2(J) and apply 2.6.

3. Compact automorphism groups. In this section, M will be a von Neu-

mann algebra of operators on a separable Hubert space H, and G a compact group

acting as a strong-operator continuous group of *-automorphisms of Af.  Let N

= {A EM: g(A) = A y g G G} be the fixed-point subalgebra for G.  Define T:

M —> Af by T{A) = fGg(A)dg for A EM.  (All integrals of this sort are taken

in the sense of §1 of [1].   For A EM, T(A) is the unique operator in M.

such that f(T{A)) = ¡cfigiA^dg for all ultraweakly continuous linear function-

als / on M.) It is clear that T is an ultraweakly continuous faithful conditional

expectation of M on N.  If we define <•, •>: M x M —► N by (A, B) = T(B*A),

it follows that <•, •> is an AZ-valued inner product on M (viewed as a right N-

module). In general, M is not complete with respect to the norm obtained from

this inner product, much less self-dual, but we can form the self-dual inner prod-

uct module M of bounded A/-module maps of M into M  Here, "bounded"

means "bounded with respect to the norm obtained from the inner product".

We write M instead of M1 to avoid any possible confusion with the commutant

of Af. By 2.8 of [3], M consists precisely of all (complex -) linear t: M—>N

for which there is a real r > 0 such that t(A)*t(A) <r<A,A)VAE M. (For

such maps, it turns out that Af-linearity is automatic.)

Let K he the Hubert space constructed from the tensor product Af ® H

as in §2, and 8 the associated faithful normal ""-representation of A{M) on K.
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By 2.4, the subspace of K spanned by {A ® % + Z: A E M, % E H} is dense in

K.  ¥or Ax, A2,. . . , A„ EM and r¡x, t\2, . . . , tjn EH, we have

ZAt9t,t+4 = H(<Ai,Aj)r¡i,Tij)
i,j

= ZÍG(ÁAfAl)Vi,Vj)dg
i,i

= Z(o (g~l(AiHnp g~l(A¡jn^dg
t., J

T.At®nt
1=1

We conclude that there is an isometry V of K onto the subspace M O H of

L2(G, H) defined in §1 such that V(A ® 17 + Z) = A O 1? WA EM, 7? EH.  If

we define p: A(M) -+B(MOH) by p(T) = V6(T)V* for T E A(M), p will be

a faithful normal ""-representation of A(M) on M O H.

Theorem 3.1. p(A(M)) = M x G|M0H.

Proof. Notice that if TE A(M) is such that TM CM, then p(T)(CO 77)

= T{C) Or¡VCEM,r¡EH.  For A, B EM we have g(B*A*AB) < \\A\\2g(B*B)

Vg E G, so {AB, AB) < \\A\\2(B, B). It foUows that for each A EM, the map

B —► AB of M into M is a bounded A^-module map, and hence extends uniquely

to a map mA E A{M). We have p(mA)(C O 17) = AC O r¡ = A(C O t?) VC G M,

■n EH, so p(mA) = A\MQH. Likewise each g EG gives rise to a map k. E

A(M) such that kg(B) = g(B) WB G M. We have p(kg)(C O 77) = g(C) O t? =

Lg(COrf) VCEM,T)EH, so p(fcp = Lg\MQH. We conclude that M x G|M0ÍÍ

Ç p(¿(M)).
For the reverse inclusion, consider the projection I® IEA(M). We have

p(I ® IXC O t?) = I(C, D Q t? = T(C) O 7? = / O T(C)r7 (since g(r(C)) = T(C)

WgEG)WCEM, r¡EH, whence it follows that p(I ® Í) is the projection of

MO H onto the closed subspace / O H = {/ O %: % G//"}. If 5 is an operator

onMQH commuting with M x G|MQJÏ, then S(7 O £) = 5Ig(7 O Ç) =

IfSC/ O Ç) V| G H, g G G; we conclude that S(IOH)CIQ H, which shows

that p(7 ® /) G M x G|M0//. For A, B, CE M, rj EH, we compute that

p(A ® BXC 0 t?) = ¿(C, B) 0 77 = AT(B*C) 0 77

= A(T(B*C) O 7?) = 2p(7 ® I)B*(C © 77).

Hence, p(>l ® B) EM x G|MQtf VA, BE M.  By 2.5, then, p(A(M)) CM x

GIaî©//> which concludes the proof.

Corollary 3.2.   Let G be a compact, strong-operator continuous group
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of automorphisms of M, with fixed-point algebra N.  Then M x G is a factor

if and only ifN is a factor and MO H= L2(G, H).

Proof. This follows from 3.1,1.2, and the fact that Morita equivalent

W*-algebras have isomorphic centers (8.1 of [5]).

Remark 33. If M O H = L2(G, H), then G must act faithfully on Af, i.e.

the homomorphism g —► g(-) of G into the group of ""-automorphisms of Af

must be injective. (If g E G is such that g(A) = A VA EM, then Lg$ = $ Va>

EM OH, which forces g = e, the identity of G, if M O H = L2(G, H)) The

example at the end of § 1 shows that it is possible for G to act faithfully on Af

withNa factor without havingMOH = L2(G, H).

4. Compact abelian automorphism groups. In this section we impose the

additional requirement that the compact group G of automorphisms of Af be

abelian. One of our main purposes will be to shed some light in the abelian case

on the condition M O H = L2(G, H) which insures the isomorphism of A(M)

withAf x G.

We let G denote the dual group of G.  For each character \EG, define a

subspace ATX of Af and a linear map Tx: Af —>■ Af by

Mx = {AEM:g(A) = M¿)A  \/gEG},

Tx(A) = fGM£)g(A)dg     (A EM).
(It is not hard to see that, in the terminology of [1], Mx is the spectral subspace

of Af corresponding to {X} C G and that the spectrum of the action of G on Af

is precisely {X EG:Mx=t 0}.)

Remark 4.1. The following properties of the subspaces Mx and the maps

Tx are all easily checked:

(i) each MK is a two-sided A/-module;

(ii) (A, B) = B*A for A, B E Mx;

(iii) Ml=Mx;
(iv) <A/vA/X2> = 0forX, *X2;

(v) MHMH CMHX2;

(vi) I\ is a projection of Af onto Afx and a bounded A/-module map;

(vu) rXiI\2 ^forX,*^.

Notice in particular that the subspace of Af spanned by the M-^s is a *-

subalgebra of Af.

Proposition 42.   The subspace spanned by {MK: X G G} is ultraweakly

dense in M.

Proof.  Let / be an ultraweakly continuous linear functional on,Af such

that f{M^) = 0 VX G G.  Take A EM and define a complex-valued continuous
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function 0 on G by 0(g) = f(g~x(A)). For each X G G, we have

000 = /c&VM

= fG mMA))dg=f(r7SA)) = 0,

so 0 = 0 and in particular f(A) = 0.

As noted above, each MK is an inner product module over N with Af-valued

inner product (A, B) = B*A (A, B EMK).

Proposition 43. Each MK is self-dual.

Proof. Let r: Mx —► N be a bounded AT-module map and for simplicity

assume that ||t|| < 1. We must produce an operator BEMX such that t(A) =

B*A VA E Mx. By 2.8 of [3] we have t(A)*t(A) < A*A VA E Mx, and it fol-

lows from 6.1 of [3] that for Ax, A2,. . . ,An EMX, the matrices [t(A¡)*t(Aj)]

and [Apij] in N,n), the W* -algebra of« x« matrices with entries in N, satisfy

[liA^riAj)] <[A*^].

Hence for%x,%2,...,%nEH, we have

12

í=i

EM
i=l

so there is a bounded linear map B0: [MKH] —+ H (where [MXH] is the closed

linear span of {A%: AEMX,%EH}) satisfyingBqA% = r(A)% VA EMX,%EH.

Extend BQ to a bounded operator on H by setting B0([MXH]L) = 0. Take T E

M1. Clearly, [MXH] and [MXH\L are invariant subspaces for T, so TB0ri = 0 =

B0Tr¡ for t) E [MXH]L, and

TB0A!¡ = Tt(A)Z = t(A)T% = B0AT% = BQTA%    VA EMX,%E H.

We conclude that B0 G M.  Set B = rx(5J), so B E Mx. For A E Mx, we have

B*A = fG Mg)áB0)A dg = fGg(B0A)dg = tL4),

since B0A = t(A) and g(i(A)) = t(A) Vg G G.

Form the self-dual inner product module UDS{MX: X G G} over N as in

§3 of [3].

Proposition 4.4.   M and UDS{Afx: \EG} are isomorphic as inner prod-

uct modules over N.
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Proof.  For each t G Af and XEG, 4.3 gives a unique operator B(r)x E

Afx such that r(A) = B(t)*A V4 G Afx. For X,, X2,. . . , X„ distinct characters

in G, we have

1=1
zm/Kr-hA -KS^i/=i

IMI2||(Z^vt5(r)Xi)||

= lini2\\ZmttB<r\Á .
I¿=i

the last equaHty holding by virtue of (ii) and (iv) of 4.1.    Hence,

\\2,"=xB(t)ZB(t)x II < ||t||2. We conclude that the map r —► {B(t)x}X(=g is a

bounded iV-module map of À7 into UDS{Afx: X G G}. If t has the form <•, A)

for some A E Af, it is clear that B(r\ = rx(/l) VX G G, so in consequence the

G-tuple {rx(yl)}xef5 G UDS{MX: X G G}\¿4 GAÍX. Let /be a normal positive

linear functional on N, and take A EM, tEM. Since t(B)*t(B) < ||t||25*5 V5

G Af (and hence \\t(B)%\\ < ||r|| ||/?£|| V5 G M, % G //")> it follows that t is contin-

uous with respect to the strong-operator topology of Af.  Hence, the function <¡>

on G defined by (¡)(g) = f(T(g(A))) is continuous. We have

0(X) = ¿Xtö/WO))* =/(r(I\G4)))

= /(S(r)îr-^))VX6C.

Thus

£ 10(A)! < £ /(5(r)^(r)x)%/(r^)*rx(^))%
XeG X6G

</fZ  5(T)îfi(r)>/(/i: r^)TxU)Y
\XeG y      \\SG /

< co because {B{x\}, {Y¿A)} G UDS{Afx: X G G}.

We conclude that

fW)) = E 000
xeG

= Z.A^r)jrx(4))
\eG

=fi<{rx{A)},{B{T)x})\

This shows that t(4) = <{rx04)}, {B{t\}) Vt EM, A EM and it follows from

the construction of the extended inner product of Af that <t, ip > = <{5(t)x},
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{£()//)}> Vr, \jj EM.   Hence the map r —► {B(t\} is an inner product module

isomorphism of M into UDS{A/X: X G G}. But it is clear that if {Bx} G

UDS{MX: X G G}, then t(A) = ({TX(A)}, {BK}) (A EM) defines a t EM such

that B(t)k = BXV\EG. This completes the proof.

For X G G, let L(MX) = {AEM: AMX = 0} and let Qx he the left-

annihilating projection of Mx in M, i.e. the projection in M such that L(MX) =

^Ox-

Proposition 4.5. Qx is rÄe projection of Hon [MkH]L and belongs to

the center ofN.

Proof. Let Px be the projection of H on [MXH]. Since this latter sub-

space is invariant under M1, we have Px G M, and / - Px G L(MX), so QX>I-

Px. But also I- QX>PX, since ÖXPX = 0, so ßx = /-Px, which provesrthe

first statement. Next, we show that Qx E N. For A E Mx and g EG, we have

g(Q\)A = \(g)g(QxA) = 0, so g(Qx) <QxVg EG and we conclude that g(Qx)

— Q\ V? G G, i.e. ßx G M Finally, note that [ir/x/f] is an invariant subspace

for N, so Qx lies in the center ofN.

We can now give a characterization of the condition M O H = L2(G, H)

when G is compact abelian.

Proposition 4.6. The following are equivalent:

(i) MQH = L2(G,H);
(ü)   [MXH] =HV\EG;

(ni) L(MX) n center (N) = QV\EG.

Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from 3.5; we show that

(i) and (ii) are equivalent. Suppose first that (i) holds, and take X G G.  If 77 G

[MXH]x, define $ G L2(G, H) by Q(g) = X(g)r) (g E G). For A E M, £ E H,

we have (A O £, *) = /GGf'(¿të, \(g}n)dg = fG(\(g)g(A% n)dg = (TX(A% 77)

= 0, so 77 = 0 by (i). Now suppose (ii) holds, and take $ G (M O Hf. Given

$ G H, define 0 G ¿2(G) by 0&) - ($>&), £). We claim that 0(X) = 0 VX G G,

which will show that $ = 0. Indeed, for X G G and e > 0, (i) gives Ax, A2,...

An EMX and %x, £2,.. . , %n E H such that ||£ - 2"=XA¿¡\\ < e. Hence

1^)1= |/c*fe)(*fe).0#|

< I J0^*fe),¿¿AW| +e||*l|.

For i = 1,2./j, we have
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ÍgMFK^ÍS), A¿t)dg = fGi${g), Xg)A^)dg

= íGi*ig),g-1iAX)dg

- (*, 4 o y = o,

so |$(X)| <e||$||. As e > 0 was arbitrary, we have cî(X) = 0 V\EG, which com-

pletes the proof.

As a corollary, we obtain the following abelian version of 3.2.

Corollary 4.7. Let G be a compact abelian strong-operator continuous

group of automorphisms ofM, with fixed-point algebra N.  Then M xGisa

factor if and only if N is a factor and G acts faithfully on M.

Proof. In light of 3.2,3.3 and 4.6, we need only show that if G acts faith-

fully on Af, and N is a factor, then [MXH] = HV\EG, i.e. ßx = 0 VX G

G.  Notice that since each ßx lies in the center of N, we have ßx = 0 or / VX G

G.   Let S = {X G G: ßx = 0} = {X G G: ßx */} = {X G G: Afx * 0}. We claim

that 5 is a subgroup of G.  If X G 5, then XG S by (iii) of 4.1.

If X,,X2 GS, then [Afx H] =Hand [Afx H] =H, so Afx Afx   ¥= 0, so

Afx x  ^ 0 by (v) of 4.1 and hence X, Xj G S. To see that S = G, suppose that g EG

is such that Xfe) ■ 1 VX G S. For X G S and A E Afx we have g(A) = Xfe>4 = A, and

for X£ 5, we have Mx = 0. Hence, g fixes each Afx, so by 4.2,g(A) = A VA EM.

Since G acts faithfully on Af, g must be the identity element of G. We conclude

that S = G.

Takesaki's duality theorem for crossed products (4.5 of [8]) can be used in

connection with 4.7 above in determining what sorts of von Neumann algebras

can appear as fixed-point algebras for actions of compact abelian groups on M.

As a sample application, we will prove the following proposition after establish-

ing a preliminary lemma.

Proposition 4.8. Suppose that there is a faithful strong-operator continuous

action of the circle group r={zGC:|z| = l}as automorphisms on M for which

the fixed-point algebra Nis a type I factor.  Then M must be of type I.

The proof of 4.8 requires the following lemma.

Lemma 4.9. Let Kbea separable Hubert space and let the discrete group Z

of integers act as automorphisms on B(K). Then B(K) xZis oftype I.

Proof of lemma. Let r„ be the automorphism of 5(A) corresponding to

nEZ.  Since all ""-automorphisms of B(K) are inner, there is a unitary U E B(K)

such that t„{A) = UnAlTn V4 G B(K), nEZ.   For 0 G l2(Z), %EK, define a

function <p ® £ G L2(Z, K) by 0 ® %(n) = 0i«)irn|. It is easily checked that
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the 0 ® Ç's span a dense subspace of L2(Z, K) and that (0X ® Çt, 02 ® £2) =

(*i. T>a)(*i. ?2) V0!, 02 S 72(Z), *,, £2 G A, so we may identify L2(Z, K) in

this way with the Hubert space tensor product /2(Z) ® K. For A E B(K), 0 G

/2(Z), %EK, we have

2(0 ® SX«) = t-x(AX<¡> ® IX") = <Kn)U-nAUnU-,,i

= (0®^X«)      («6 2),

so .4(0 ® £) = 0 ® A%. If we let Fm (for mEZ) denote the unitary operator

on l2(Z) defined by (Fm0X«) = 0(« - m), we have

¿mi/-'"(0 ® IX») = LJfi ® Cf-mO(ii)

= 0(« - m)um-nirm%

= <ün-m)U-ní = (Vm<¡>® ©(ii),

so LmU~m(<¡> ® £) = Vm<¡> ® £. Since 5(A) x Z is generated by the operators

A(A EB(K)) and LmU~m (m E Z), it follows that B(K) x Z is isomorphic with

the tensor product of B(K) by the (abeban) von Neumann algebra of operators on

fi(Z) generated by the Vm's. This proves the lemma.

Proof of 4.8. We have M x T isomorphic with A(M) by 4.6 and 4.7.

M x T, being Morita equivalent to the type I factor N, must be a type I factor

by 2.7, and hence isomorphic with B(K) for some Hubert space K, which must

be separable because M x Tacts on a separable Hubert space. By the duality

result of Takesaki alluded to above, there is an action of Z as automorphisms of

B(K) such that B(K) x Z is isomorphic with M ® B(L2(T)). By the lemma,

then, this tensor product must be of type I and hence M is of type I.

We remark that it is not clear whether this line of argument can be made

to yield an analogous result for arbitrary compact abelian groups acting faith-

fully on M.  The problem lies in generalizing Lemma 4.9, where one encounters

the difficulty that an arbitrary abelian group of automorphisms of B(K) need

not be implemented by a group of unitary operators (although each individual

automorphism will of course be inner).

5. A class of examples. In this section we construct a class of examples in

which several of the features of the analysis developed above stand out in high

relief. As a by-product, we obtain what appears to be a new method for con-

structing outer automorphisms (and indeed compact abelian groups of outer

automorphisms) on many IIX-factors.

Let D be a countable discrete group with identity e, and let H be the Hu-

bert space l2(D); elements of if will be written as complex-valued functions on

D.  LetM= VN(D), the von Neumann algebra generated by the left regular
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representation of D on H.  Notice that for %, rj E I2(D), the convolution formula

(S **?)(*)= Lïit)ri{t-1s){sED)
te.D

defines a complex-valued function % * 77 on D (which may or may not belong to

l2(D)). We shall call a function x G l2(D) a left convolver if x ■* % E l2(D) V£ G

l2(D) and the operator % —>x * £ is bounded on /2(Z>). In II.5 of [7] it is

shown that every operator in Af has the form % —► x * % for some left convolver

x; it is straightforward to verify that convolution on the left by any left convol-

ver gives an operator in Af.  We shall henceforth identify Af with the algebra of

left convolvers in l2(D) (with convolution for multiplication and involution de-

fined by x* (s) = x(s~x) (s E D)). For s E D, we write Ss for the function (arid

left convolver) in l2(D) with value 1 at s and 0 elsewhere.

Let X be a character of A i.e. a homomorphism of D into the circle group

T = {z E C: |z| = 1}. For x G Af, define ax(x) G l2(D) by ax(xXs) - Xs)x(s)

(s ED). For % El2(D), s ED, we have

(*x(*) * *X») - Z \(t)x(t)S(rxs)
teD

= Hs)Zx(t)xrx7^(rxs)
teo

= X(sX* * GMs),
so

«xto * % = X(x * (XÖ),
which shows that ax(x) G Af.  Routine computations now show that ax is a

♦-automorphism of M

Proposition 5.1. If D is an infinite-conjugacy<lass group {so that M is

a II,-factor) and X is a nontrivial character ofD, then ax is an outer automor-

phism ofM.

Proof.  Suppose by way of contradiction that there is a unitary « G Af

such that ax(x) = « * x * u* Vx G Af.  For s G A define {, G l2(D) by $,(/) =

m(s-1ís)(/G£)). We have

(«. y = £ «CM«"1»)
reí)

= £ utöu'is^rh)
teD

= Zums*u*Xr1s)
teD

= {u*5s*u*){s)=ax{Ôs){s)

= X(í).
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Now « is a unit vector in l2(D) (because u * u* = 5e) and hence so is %s. Since

\(u, £s)| = 1, we conclude that ^ must be a scalar multiple ofu, so |w(r)l =

\u(s~xts)\ Vs, t ED.  By assumption, ax is not the identity automorphism of A

so there is a f0 G D\{e} such that u(tQ) i= 0. Since the set {s~xt0s: s ED} is

infinite, we have a contradiction.

Remark 5.2. If « is as in the proof above, we have ax(u) = u and hence

supp(«) C ker(X). We can therefore replace the assumption in 5.1 that D be

an infinite-conjugacy-class group with the weaker condition that the conjugacy

class in D of every t E ker(X)\{e} be infinite.

In [2], R. Kallman shows that every outer automorphism of an infinite

conjugacy class group induces an outer automorphism of the corresponding II x -

factor, and points out that there exist infinite-conjugacy-class groups all of

whose automorphisms are inner. The example he mentions is the semidirect

product D — (2* x Q (where Q is the additive group of rationals, ß* is the

multiplicative group of nonzero rationals, and multiplication in D is defined by

(ax, bx) (a2, b2) = (axa2, axb2 + bx) for ax, a2 E Q*, bx, b2 E Q). Although

it has no outer automorphisms, D has an abundance of nontrivial characters,

since the abelian group Q* is a homomorphic image of D; hence VN(D) has

many outer automorphisms. It would be interesting to know whether every in-

finite-conjugacy-class group with no outer automorphisms must necessarily possess

a nontrivial character.

Returning to the general situation, let G be a compact abelian group and

suppose that there exists a homomorphism s —* Xs of D onto G.  We proceed

to construct a faithful, strong-operator continuous action of G on M = VN(D).

For g EG, x G M, define g(x) EM by g(x)(s) = \s(g)x(s) (s E D); it is apparent

that g(-) = ax, where X is the character of D defined by X(s) = X^.so g(-) is

a '-automorphism of M.  It is equally clear that g —> g(-) is an isomorphism (in-

jective because s —> \ is onto) of G into the group of ""-automorphisms of M.

To show that the action of G on M is strong-operator continuous, take s ED

and let {gn} be a sequence in G with limit g EG.  (Note that G must be count-

able, so the topology on G is metrizable.) For x EM, we have

UnOO * *s -«<*) * 5/ - £ IftafrX»"1) -¿WC»-1)!
rS£»

= T.\\-1(gn)-\.1(g)\Mts-1)\2.
tea   " "

This sum goes to 0 as n —*■ °° because X _x(g„) —*-\ _x(g) Vt E D. Since

{5S: s G D} spans a dense subset of l2(D), strong-operator continuity follows.

The spectral subspaces Mx for this action of G on M are immediately identifiable;

for each X G G, we have Mx = {xE M: supp(x) C{sED:\ = X}}. In particular,
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N = {x EM: supp(x) C D,}, where Dx is the kernel of the homomorphism s

—*■ \; thus Nis isomorphic with VN{DX). Notice that for X G G and s ED

such that Xs = X, we have Afx = 5S * N, so Mx and N axe isomorphic as inner

product modules over N, and [MXH] = H.  By 4.6 and 3.1, M x G is isomor-

phic with A(M), which in turn is isomorphic with Af ® B(l2(Gj) by 2.6.
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